The Toda lattice hierarchy is shown to have the virtual Bruhat decomposition of the A^ group as its parameter space, instead of the Grassmann manifold for the KP hierarchy. The small cells of the Bruhat decomposition are examined. The parametrization of the KP hierarchy is utilized for this purpose with the help of the Miura transformation. § 0. Introduction This is the continuation of the paper [Take] which shows that solutions of the Toda lattice hierarchy are parametrized by the Bruhat decomposition of the A^ group in the generic case. The present paper aims to establish this relation in the non generic case. As in the KP theory, where the degenerate cells of the universal Grassmann manifold parametrize pseudo regular solutions, the degenerate cells of the Bruhat decomposition of A^ parametrize pseudo regular solutions of the Toda lattice hierarchy. (The notion of pseudo regularity will be reviewed in §1.2.)
does not exist any group decomposed, but for the moment we retain using this to designate the disjoint union x aH x N + .
Here N + (resp. JV_) is the set of upper (resp. lower) triangular matrices, H is the set of diagonal matrices, a is an element of the "Weyl group" and N a = JV_ DdAf-cr"
1 . For the "Weyl group" we take the set of charge conserving permutations introduced in §1.1 instead of the set of finite permutations. This allows us to reduce the whole theory to the periodic system corresponding to the affine Lie algebra A\ i} . The present paper is organized as follows: §1 is devoted to the preparation, especially in § 1.2 we recall the Sato theory of the KP hierarchy for the non generic case. In §2 we construct the T function and wave functions of the Toda lattice hierarchy, as in the previous paper [Take] , in terms of the vacuum expectation value. In §3, after recalling the Miura transformation in [UT] , we show that the pseudo regular wave functions of the Toda lattice hierarchy determine an element of the Bruhat decomposition.
We keep all the notations of [Take] .
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As in [Take] , a Maya diagram of charge s is a set of strictly decreasing integers {i s > i s _ 1 > i s _ 2 > ...} with the condition i k = k for k « 0, and Ji s denotes the set of all Maya diagrams of charge s. Here Z^0 is the set of all non positive integers and |0> is |Z^0>. For finite permutations we take the usual normalization such that
It is easy to see that the dual action on the dual Fock space ^v is similarly defined and satisfies Remark 1.2. With appropriate choice this "action" may be the action of the group of all charge conserving permutations, but we do not need it later. §1.2 Pseudo-Regular Solutions of the KP Hierarchy
Here we recall about the correspondence between solutions of the KP hierarchy and the universal Grassmann manifold, following [SN] . Let ^ be an algebra over C and m\= «T[x] ], Jf := *((x)). Let ^ and g^ be the ring of differential and micro differential operators respectively with coefficients in some ring stf. d denotes d/d x as usual. We introduce the decreasing filtration of the ring £4 by the order of the micro differential operators:
Define the infinite dimensional <& linear spaces i^9 V* and the filtration of V as follows :
We fix the standard basis of V\ {e t = d~l mod ff a x} ieZ . for all t and t', where
We call w(t; X) the w0i;e function and w*(t; A) its dual i^^P denotes the set of all wave operators of the KP hierarchy in Of*. M Pseudo regularity of the wave operator is also described as follows : there exist non negative integers m and n such that t 1 m w(t; X) and ^"w*^; X) belong to ^[ [/l]] . In this case we call the wave functions pseudo regular.
One of the most remarkable claims of the Sato theory is the following fundamental result. In this section we construct the T function and wave functions of the Toda lattice hierarchy from an element of the virtual Bruhat decomposition of the Aĝ roup. As in [Take] we use the following notations: ^4 QO = n_©I)©n + is the triangular decomposition of the infinite rank affine Lie algebra A^, which acts on the Fock space 3F, and the action of n+ and I) can be lifted to that of N+ = expn+ and H = expf).
With these terms the T function and the wave functions are defined in the same way as in [Take] §2. Note that the product g_ae u g + is not defined in general, and that the expression (2.1) nevertheless makes sense. Hereafter we abbreviate g_ae u g+ as It is easy to see that these wave functions are pseudo regular (with respect to t l (in the case of w (oo) and w (00) *), t. l (in the case of w (0) and w (0) *) respectively) in the sense of §1.2.
Proposition 2.4 of [Take] [Take] , the proof of this equation is reduced to the cofactor expansion (Lemma 2.6 [Take] ) and the identity <Af |(7 which follows immediately from (1.1).
§3. Recovery of the Initial Data §3.1 Miura Transformation and the Flag
Here we recall about the Miura transformation in order to utilize the information about the KP hierarchy for the parametrization of the solution of the Toda lattice hierarchy. In this context the Miura transformation means extracting one component of a flag consisting of elements of the universal Grassmann manifold. Let w = (w (oo) , w (00) *, w (0) , w (0) *) be a set of the pseudo regular wave functions of the Toda lattice hierarchy, and T be the corresponding T function which is determined by w up to the multiplicative constant as (2.2). In this section we reconstruct from w and t the data g = (g_, a, e u , g + ) which belong to AT_ x I x H x N + (net)) and are related to w and T as in Definition 2.1 and 2.2.
Hence (d ti -b 0 (s))W(s; t 9 d)=W(s+l;t,d). H
First we fix t_ = 0 and recover the data (0_, a, e u ). As seen in §3.1, there exists a flag y(w) = {U s } seZ , such that every component U 8 corresponds to the wave function of the KP hierarchy w (oo) (s; t + , t_ = 0; A), w (oo) *(s; t+, t_ = 0; A). We fix the base of ^ {£ k } keZ as follows:
(i) {tk}k*, is a base of U s .
(ii) Let {£fc} fc^s -i be the canonical frame of U s -^ (Definition 1.3). Then {£fc}fc^s-i U{<y is the canonical frame of U s up to the order.
The existence is obvious. Condition (ii) of the definition of the canonical frame yields that there exists the charge conserving permutation a : Z -> Z such that the matrix
is lower triangular with diagonal elements 1 (i.e. g. eN_). Here £ k is identified with the column vector by means of the base {ej fez of V.
When we identify a with its matrix representation (d iff(j) ) ijez ,
In view of Proposition 1.8 this leads to The factor e Vs arises from the multiplicative ambiguity of the i function of the KP hierarchy. It is easy to see that there exists we I) such that e u s> = e Vs \sy. Using this, we can write and similar equations for w (00) , w (oo) * hold. So far we have constructed the data (g_,a, e"). In order to know the remaining datum g + we need the regularity property of the T function. T(S;t) = X Xn,(t + )Xr w (t-)<#, This together with (3.3) and (3.5) yields seZ.
Now we obtain the data (0_, a, e u , g + ) at last.
Remark 3.7. Setting t_ = 0 in (3.6) and comparing this with (3.1), we easily see that
In fact, owing to the condition (iii) of the definition of the canonical frame ( § 3. 1) and the condition (ii) imposed on {^k}, a~lg-G also belongs to JV_,j.e., Here / is Definition 2.1, \ is (2.2) and <-is what we have done in §3.2. We end this paper with additional comments.
1. The Toda lattice hierarchy is known to be embedded in the 2 component KP hierarchy ( [UT] ). So the relation between the parametrization of the Toda lattice hierarchy which we have constructed in this paper and that of the 2 component KP hierarchy should be further investigated.
2. It is expected that the Toda lattice hierarchy associated to the other type of affine Lie algebra (e.g., B^, C ao9 and so on) has also the similar parametrization by the Bruhat decomposition.
3. The reconstruction of the data (#_, a, e u , g+) in §3.2 makes use of the Miura transformation and resorts to the Sato theory of the KP hierarchy. But as the T function contains all the informations about the solution, there must be a (possibly combinatorial) method by which those data are obtained directly from the coefficients of the T function a^'s (3.2).
